Prompt #1- Monday 4/27

Directions: Read the story Rent a Llama on your Raz Plus account. Then draw a picture and answer the writing prompt about the story. Please include at least 5 complete sentences in your response and double check your work for capitals and end marks!

Pretend you are Marcos. Write a postcard to your family in Ecuador about your field trip to the ranch. Include details about how the trip changed your feelings about your new home.

Draw a picture for the front of your postcard:

Write your message to your family:

___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Prompt #2- Tuesday 4/28

Directions: Read the story Bonk, The Healthy Monster on your Raz Plus account. Then draw a picture and answer the following question about the story. Please include at least 5 complete sentences in your response and double check your work for capitals and end marks!

According to the story, what are two ways that Bonk can be healthy?
Prompt #3- Wednesday 4/29

**Directions:** Read the story **Cy and Medusa** on your Raz Plus account. Then draw a picture and answer the following question about the story. Please include at least 5 complete sentences in your response and double check your work for capitals and end marks!

**How did Cy and Medusa help each other solve their problems?**

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________
Prompt #4- Thursday 4/30

Directions: Read the story The Drum on your Raz Plus account. Then draw a picture and answer the following question about the story. Please include at least 5 complete sentences in your response and double check your work for capitals and end marks!

How did the boy show kindness in the story, The Drum? Give at least 3 examples from the story.

___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Week 7 Writing Prompts
Prompt #5- Friday 5/1

Directions: Read the story The Mind Game on your Raz Plus account. Then draw a picture and answer the following question about the story. Please include at least 5 complete sentences in your response and double check your work for capitals and end marks!

At the end of the story, The Mind Game, the author says, “For from books come dreams, and from dreams come magical tomorrows.” What do you think the author means? How does the author feel about books?

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________